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Rapid divergence in postmating-prezygotic characters suggests
that selection may be responsible for generating reproductive
barriers between closely related species. Theoretical models indi-
cate that this rapid divergence could be generated by a series of
male adaptations and female counteradaptations by means of
sexual selection or conflict, but empirical tests of particular mech-
anisms are generally lacking. Moreover, although a male–female
genotypic interaction in mediating sperm competition attests to an
active role of females, molecular or morphological evidence of the
female’s participation in the coevolutionary process is critically
needed. Here we show that postmating-prezygotic variation
among populations of cactophilic desert Drosophila reflects diver-
gent coevolutionary trajectories between the sexes. We explicitly
test the female’s role in intersexual interactions by quantifying
differences in a specific postmating-prezygotic reproductive char-
acter, the insemination reaction mass, in two species, Drosophila
mojavensis and Drosophila arizonae. A series of interpopulation
crosses confirmed that population divergence was propelled by
male–female interactions, a prerequisite if the selective forces
derive from sexual conflicts. An association between the reaction
mass and remating and oviposition behavior argues that diver-
gence has been propelled by sexually antagonistic coevolution,
and potentially has important implications for speciation.

Recent interest in the role of postmating-prezygotic characters
in speciation has focused attention on the processes that

generate rapid divergence in these traits among species (1, 2).
High rates of sequence divergence and levels of polymorphism
in postmating-prezygotic characters, such as fertilization and
seminal proteins, show that these differences are selectively
driven (3–9) and reflect the potential importance of these
reproductive proteins in mate recognition and speciation (10,
11). In Drosophila melanogaster, males produce '100 accessory
gland proteins (ACPs) that are passed to females in the ejaculate
(12). The effects of male genotypic differences on interejaculate
competition (13–16) and the influence of the ACPs and sperm
themselves on female oviposition and remating behavior (17–19)
suggest that these genes are targets of strong selection. Although
an interaction between male and female genotypes argues for an
active role of the female (20–22), molecular or morphological
evidence of the female’s participation in the coevolutionary
process is critically needed (2, 11–23).

The insemination reaction mass (Fig. 1), a large opaque
vaginal mass that forms after mating in a number of Drosophila
species from the Repleta group (24), is ideal for testing theories
about the evolution of postmating-prezygotic reproductive char-
acters, especially from the female’s perspective. Females typi-
cally do not oviposit or remate until the mass has subsided (25).
Pronounced increases in the size and duration of the mass in
heterospecific matings, lasting several days in certain species
crosses (26, 27), suggest there is a reproductive, biochemical
mismatch between males and females. However, it is unclear
whether this coevolutionary breakdown is a consequence of the
gradual accumulation of species differences over time, or
whether the changes themselves were driven by interactions

between the sexes. By quantifying differences in the insemina-
tion reaction mass among populations, we can test three pre-
dictions that derive from a theory of sexually antagonistic
coevolution (10, 28): (i) genetically differentiated populations
show divergence in postmating-prezygotic characters; (ii) diver-
gence was generated by male–female interactions, for example,
by a process of adaptation and counteradaptation; and (iii) the
postmating-prezygotic character is associated with costs in fit-
ness. We characterized the temporal trajectory of the insemi-
nation reaction mass (i.e., size and duration of the mass) in six
populations of two cactophilic desert Drosophila species, Dro-
sophila mojavensis and Drosophila arizonae. A series of inter-
population crosses was used to determine whether divergence
was propelled by male–female interactions. One potential cost
associated with the mass, namely effects on offspring production,
was evaluated by testing for an association between the duration
of the mass and the onset of oviposition.

Methods
All f lies were collected after eclosion and stored in sex-specific
yeast-culture vials. Only mature females and males (i.e., f lies
of 5 and 9 days of age, respectively) were used. Matings were
performed in the morning, which is the typical mating time in
natural populations. One female was aspirated into each
culture vial with a male, and the time of copulation was
recorded after which males were removed. Eggs were counted,
and logistic regression was used to test for an association
between size of the reaction mass and oviposition. The tem-
poral trajectory of the reaction mass was characterized within
each population or cross by dissecting an average of five mated
females each hour until the mass was no longer visible (i.e., up
to 16 h postmating). The size of the mass (perimeter) was
measured from digital images of the female reproductive tracts
(Fig. 1) by using National Institutes of Health IMAGE software
(http:yyrsb.info.nih.govynih-imagey). Images were captured
by using an Olympus (New Hyde Park, NY) stereomicroscope
with an attached digital camera. The mass was characterized
for four D. mojavensis populations (AB, Anza Borrego, south-
ern CA; CI, Santa Catalina Island; GU, Guaymas, Sonora,
Mexico; EN, Ensenada de los Muertos, Cape region of Baja,
CA), two D. arizonae populations (EN; PE, Peralta Canyon,
AZ), and reciprocal crosses between the AB and CI, and GU
and EN D. mojavensis populations, and between the two D.
arizonae populations, PE and EN.

An analysis of covariance was used to compare the temporal
trajectories of the reaction mass among populations and
between reciprocal crosses and intrapopulation matings, with
time as the covariate. Significance of the three effects (i.e., the
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main, covariate, and interaction effects) was assessed by using
randomization tests because the data were not normally
distributed and transformations were ineffective. The F ratios
for each of the three effects were calculated and compared
with the distributions of F ratios derived from 1,000 permu-
tated data sets in which the y values (i.e., the size of the
reaction mass) were randomized [i.e., a ‘‘full’’ randomization,
sensu Manly (29), which preserves the structure of the x
variables]. The data were divided into three discrete groups

along the covariate (i.e., early, mid, and late hours postmat-
ing), and the adjusted population means of each group were
analyzed with ANOVAs (adjusted for multiple comparisons
with a Bonferroni correction) to determine specifically how
mass duration differed among populations.

Results and Discussions
Divergence Among Populations. To test this first prediction, we
compared the temporal trajectory of the reaction mass among
four populations of the Sonoran Desert endemic D. mojavensis,
and two populations of its largely sympatric sister species, D.
arizonae. When there are reproductive conf licts of interest
between the sexes, a perpetual antagonistic coevolution be-
tween males and females may cause rapid evolution of post-
mating-prezygotic characters within a population (28, 30).
Among populations, this coevolutionary process is expected to
differ because of underlying genetic differences and new
mutations. Consequently, postmating-prezygotic characters
are expected to diverge rapidly among populations, as well as
species (2, 11). As predicted, there were pronounced differ-
ences in the reaction mass among populations of D. mojavensis
(Table 1 D. mojavensis and Fig. 2). The divergence among
populations is not attributable to differences in the initial size
of the vagina among females. The size of the vagina of unmated
females did not differ significantly among populations (F5, 59 5
1.12, P 5 0.35).

The rate of decrease in the size of the reaction mass differed
among populations of D. mojavensis (i.e., significant group by
hour interaction; Table 1 D. mojavensis and Fig. 2). ANOVAs
on the adjusted population means after dividing the data into
three groups along the covariate (i.e., early, mid, and late
hours after mating) showed that this difference primarily
ref lected variation in mass duration (Table 1 D. mojavensis).
During the 6–10-h postmating period, both mass duration and
size differed significantly among populations (Table 1 D.
mojavensis). For example, the reaction mass had essentially
disappeared in populations such as CI, but it was still quite

Fig. 1. Schematic of D. mojavensis female reproductive tract pre- and
postmating.

Fig. 2. Divergence among D. mojavensis populations in the temporal trajectory of the reaction mass (means and standard errors are shown). Size of vagina
in unmated females represented by shaded area.
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pronounced in the AB population (Fig. 2). Only in the AB
population was a distinct mass present after 10 h postmating,
accounting for the significant difference among populations in
mass size during this period (Table 1 D. mojavensis). In D.
arizonae, there was also a significant decrease in mass size over
time, but not in the temporal trajectory of the mass between
the two populations (i.e., a nonsignificant group effect and
group by hour interaction; Table 1 D. arizonae).

Intra- Vs. Interpopulational Matings. To test the second prediction
that the observed divergence among populations reflects coevo-
lutionary interactions between the sexes, we compared the mass
from intra- and interpopulation matings. The results clearly show
that the temporal trajectory of the mass differed significantly
between the intra- and interpopulation matings and between the
reciprocal crosses (Table 1 D. mojavensis and D. arizonae, and
Fig. 3). The size of the mass was consistently larger andyor of
longer duration in most reciprocal crosses, even when the
populations themselves did not differ significantly from each
other, such as with the two D. arizonae populations (Table 1 D.
arizonae).

It is unlikely that these differences reflect variation in the
amount of ejaculate transferred by males from the different
populations. Otherwise, the size and duration of the mass would

be similar regardless of with which female the male mates. For
example, if mass duration and size were simply functions of
ejaculate quantity, matings involving AB males would be pre-
dicted to produce a large mass of long duration and vice versa for
CI males (Fig. 2). The mass in CI females mated with AB males
did last significantly longer relative to CI females mated with CI
males (Fig. 3), although the duration was not as long as that
between AB males and AB females. However, the mass in AB
females mated with CI males was also significantly larger and of
longer duration than that from CI intrapopulation matings (Fig.
3), demonstrating that variation in the mass is not a simple
reflection of ejaculate quantity.

Exaggeration of the reaction mass in females from reciprocal
interpopulation crosses relative to intrapopulation matings (Ta-
ble 1 and Fig. 3) demonstrates that the female reproductive tract
is not a static, passive environment. Instead, contrasts between
the intra- and interpopulation matings indicate that population
differences reflect divergent trajectories in the reproductive
biochemical coevolution of males and females among popula-
tions. Coevolution between the sexes in these and other closely
related species is also apparent in correlated morphological
changes between the sexes, such as between sperm length and
length of the ventral receptacle in females (31).

Potential Costs Associated with Reaction Mass. Lastly, if the diver-
gence indeed was generated by male–female interactions by

Table 1. Comparisons of the temporal trajectory of the reaction mass among populations (on the left), and between intra- and
interpopulation matings (on the right), where the masses from the reciprocal crosses (e.g., AB 3 CI and CI 3 AB) were compared to
those from intrapopulation matings (e.g., AB 3 AB) separately (see Fig. 3)

Comparing among populations Comparing intra- vs. interpopulation matings

Source SS F Source SS F

D. mojavensis D. mojavensis AB
Group 3 h 435167.31 4.50* Group 3 h 334392.00 5.37*
Group 4908479.00 48.49** Group 980800.98 15.11**
Hour 7667450.86 227.23** Hour 2711797.17 83.58**

Comparisons at early, mid, and late h

1–5 h postmating D. mojavensis CI
Group 3 h 94293.52 1.16 Group 3 h 319916.31 5.74*
Group 485933.53 5.96** Group 1723156.54 29.45**
Hour 4293.58 0.16 Hour 4196388.27 143.41**

6–10 h postmating D. mojavensis GU
Group 3 h 256938.38 2.84 Group 3 h 321986.38 4.94*
Group 3753902.18 39.26** Group 608082.83 8.69**
Hour 521126.76 16.35** Hour 1320983.53 37.74**

11–16 h postmating D. mojavensis EN
Group 3 h 54570.21 0.95 Group 3 h 392564.026 5.44*
Group 2091674.66 36.60** Group 614666.99 7.85**
Hour 110837.93 5.82 Hour 1809888.50 46.21**

D. arizonae D. arizonae PE
Group 3 h 9135.94 0.88 Group 3 h 62800.03 2.38
Group 19790.28 1.91 Group 456951.60 16.77**
Hour 1004992.64 97.085** Hour 178363.09 13.09**

D. arizonae EN
Group 3 h 26524.26 0.82
Group 374658.51 11.61**
Hour 347875.23 21.56**

Significance of F values from ANCOVAs was assessed by using a randomization procedure (see Methods); significant effects are marked with asterisks (*, P ,
0.05 and **, P , 0.01 after adjusting for multiple comparisons with a Bonferroni correction). A significant group by hour effect indicates that the rate of decrease
of the reaction mass differed among populations, whereas significant main effects of group and hour reflect population differences in the adjusted mean size
and duration of the mass, respectively.
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means of a process of adaptation and counteradaptation because
of differences in the evolutionary interests of the sexes, the
reaction mass is predicted to be associated with costs in fitness.
In accordance with previous studies on the association between
the reaction mass and female oviposition and remating behavior
(25), our results also indicated that oviposition did not occur
until the mass had subsided. The presence of the reaction mass
was significantly negatively associated with the onset of ovipo-
sition (x2 5 85.42, P , 0.0001). To the extent that such behavior
is suboptimal (e.g., ref. 19), the results are consistent with the
third prediction that sexual conflict has generated the divergence
observed among populations. The ability of proteins in the
seminal f luid to manipulate female behavior and physiology,
despite a cost to females (12, 18, 28), as well as evidence for
female resistance (30, 32) in Drosophila, is consistent with
sexually antagonistic coevolution.

Conclusions
Our results demonstrate not only that postmating-prezygotic
characters can diverge rapidly among populations, but also
that this divergence ref lects differences in the coevolutionary
trajectory between males and females among populations. This
coevolutionary divergence among populations indicates that
the biochemical reproductive mismatch between males and
females from different species, as manifested by differences in
the reaction mass from inter- vs. intraspecific matings (refs. 26
and 27; L.L.K. and T.A.M., unpublished data), is most likely
selectively driven. Divergence of postmating-prezygotic char-
acters has important implications for the evolution of repro-
ductive isolation and consequently is particularly relevant to
the study of speciation. Because postmating interactions can
have important fitness consequences for both males and

Fig. 3. Size of the reaction mass in reciprocal crosses relative to that from intrapopulation matings, which were scaled to 0. Means and standard errors of mass
size relative to intrapopulation matings of D. mojavensis populations [AB (a), CI (b), GU (c), EN (d)] and D. arizonae populations [EN (e) and PE ( f)] are shown.
The females’ population is listed first in the interpopulation crosses.
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females (2, 23), postmating-prezygotic characters are subject
to strong selective pressures. Moreover, divergence in such
traits creates the potential for biochemical and morphological
incompatibilities between the sexes from different populations
that can result in assortative fertilization or species specificity
(1, 10, 11, 25, 33). Whether there is an association between the
coevolutionary breakdown of males and females from differ-
ent species, as inferred from the reaction mass, and patterns
of hybrid inviability, remains to be determined.

The association between the reaction mass and female ovi-
position and remating (25) behavior suggests that this character
may be a good candidate for divergence by means of antagonistic
coevolution. The potential costs associated with the reaction
mass, especially effects on offspring production because of
sperm limitation, now need to be quantified to confirm that the
differences reflect a mode of divergence involving sexual conflict
(10, 28) and not some other type of sexual selection (34).
Although males also incur a cost if offspring production is

reduced in females because of the reaction mass, unlike females,
this cost would be offset in males if the reduced remating
frequency associated with the mass increases his reproductive
success by reducing sperm competition with other males. Our
findings underscore the importance of understanding the evo-
lution of the female reproductive tract because it sets the stage
for both male–male and male–female postmating-prezygotic
interactions, such as sperm competition or female cryptic pref-
erences (23).
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